The effects of learning on the geometry of face space were investigated by measuring thresholds for discrimination and recognition of synthetic faces. This was based on a novel experimental technique that permitted measurement of psychometric functions for face recognition. Two major results were obtained. First, thresholds for face recognition were significantly better than thresholds for discrimination among novel faces. Second, rapid discrimination in the neighborhood of learned faces was better than discrimination near novel faces. Control experiments showed that this discrimination improvement occurred only with learned faces, and it could not be explained by generalized discrimination learning. Thus, face learning selectively alters or distorts face space in the vicinity of learned faces. This alteration may be due to an improvement in the signal/noise ratio as a result of face learning.
Introduction
Valentine (Valentine, 1991) proposed that the brain may represent faces as points in a multidimensional ''face space.'' A natural candidate for the origin of this space is the mean face for the particular ethnic group with whom the viewer is familiar, and several recent lines of research support this view. First, it has been shown that face discrimination is about 1.5 times worse for faces far from the mean than for faces close to the mean (Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002 ). This result is also supported by categorical judgments of face typicality (Tanaka, Giles, Kremen, & Simon, 1998) . In addition, experiments on face adaptation suggest a special role for the mean face in the representation of distinctive faces (Anderson & Wilson, 2005; Leopold, O'Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001 ). Finally, fMRI data suggest that neurons in the fusiform face area (FFA) increase their firing rates as distance from the mean face increases (Loffler, Yourganov, Wilkinson, & Wilson, 2005b) .
The concept of face space with the mean face as origin raises interesting questions concerning the relationship between face representation and face learning. Details concerning characteristics of the mean face for a familiar ethnic group are presumably learned through a prototype or averaging process (Bruce, Doyle, Dench, & Burton, 1991; Cabeza, Bruce, Kato, & Oda, 1999; Harnad, 1987) . Likewise, dimensions of facial variability are likely learned through experience with individual faces that vary in particular ways from the mean. For example, several studies have suggested that principal components (PC) may be extracted from populations of faces (O'Toole, Abdi, Deffenbacher, & Valentin, 1993; Sirovich & Kirby, 1987; Turk & Pentland, 1991; Burton, Jenkins, Hancock, & White, 2005; Hancock, Bruce, & Burton, 1998; Hancock, Burton, & Bruce, 1996) , and plausible neural networks have been shown capable of extracting face PCs (Diamantaras & Kung, 1996) . Alternatively, independent components (IC) have been proposed as a candidate for a learned, multidimensional representation of faces (Bartlett, 2001) .
Assuming that the structure of face space is acquired through experience, the result would permit an accurate representation of the characteristics of any new faces belonging to the same ethnic group (and perhaps also to 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2006.08.001 others). Thus, a face space with mean face as origin and PC or IC axes should permit accurate discrimination among faces. This raises an important question, however: what changes occur in face space when a novel face is learned? The simplest possibility would be for the brain to simply store the face space coordinates of the new face without altering the space. A second possibility is that learning creates an enriched representation, such as an improved signal/noise ratio, in the vicinity of the learned face. In extreme form, this possibility suggests that face space may be populated exclusively by representations of learned exemplars (Lewis & Johnston, 1999) rather than spanned by PC or IC dimensions. Finally, most neural learning models involve the creation of new attractors via enhancement of recurrent synaptic connections (Tanaka et al., 1998; Wilson, 1999) , so this implies that learning should generate a local distortion or alteration of face space.
The experiments described below explore the effects of novel face learning on both face recognition and postlearning face discrimination. To simplify the problem, we have focused exclusively on face geometry by using synthetic faces (Wilson et al., 2002) . These stimuli are precisely defined by 37 measurements of face shape and are also bandpass filtered to accentuate the most significant information for face perception (Gold, Bennett, & Sekuler, 1999; Näsänen, 1999) . We also introduce a novel experimental technique that permits us to measure psychometric functions for face recognition in a manner analogous to measurements of face discrimination among unlearned faces. Results show that recognition memory is more accurate than discrimination and that rapid discrimination is selectively improved in the vicinity of the learned face. Thus, learning distorts or alters face space locally, possibly the result of an improved signal/noise ratio.
Methods
Stimuli were presented on an iMac computer with 800 · 600 pixel resolution, 75 Hz frame rate, and 8 bit/pixel gray scale. At the viewing distance of 1.31 m, the screen subtended 13.4°· 10.1°, and each pixel was 50.0 arc sec square. Mean luminance was 38.0 cd/m 2 . Stimuli were generated in the Matlab environment and displayed using software from the PsychToolbox library {Brainard (1997)}. In this experiment, synthetic faces (Wilson et al., 2002) were used as stimuli. Synthetic faces contain the most salient geometric information about faces, while omitting skin or hair texture, skin or hair color, or wrinkles. Synthetic faces were derived from digital photographs of individual faces by digitizing 37 points indicating head shape, hair line, feature location, etc. The resulting face descriptions were used to generate stimuli that were then bandpass filtered using a circularly symmetric filter (difference of Gaussians) with a peak frequency of 10.0 cycles/head width and a bandwidth of 2.0 octaves at half amplitude. The peak frequency was 8.0 cpd at the viewing distance used, so each face measured approximately 1.2°wide by 1.8°tall. This filtering emphasized the optimal spatial frequency information for face perception (Gold et al., 1999; Näsänen, 1999) . Our data base contains 40 male and 40 female Caucasian synthetic faces in both front and 20°side views, although only front views were used in the present experiments. The mean face of each gender was constructed by averaging the 37 measurements from the 40 individual faces (see Fig. 1 ). For further details see Wilson et al. (2002) .
In order to generate novel faces for memory experiments, the mean face was chosen as the origin of face space. Face cubes were then generated by selecting four faces at random from the data base, normalizing their distance from the origin, and orthogonalizing them using the Gram-Schmidt procedure (Diamantaras & Kung, 1996) . Distances were normalized using the Euclidean norm of the 37 face measurements, and stimulus size was equated through normalization of all measurements relative to head radius. Further details may be found in Wilson et al. (2002) . This procedure yielded four novel faces that were orthogonal to one another and normalized to lie a distance of 14% (defined as a percentage of head radius) from the mean. Due to orthogonalization, the individual novel faces were separated from one another by a distance of (14% * ffiffi ffi 2 p ) = 19.8%. These faces will be referred to as memory faces. Both distance from the origin and distance from one another were >2.5 times discrimination thresholds for synthetic faces (Wilson et al., 2002) . From each set of four orthogonal memory faces, two were randomly assigned to one observer and the remaining two to a second observer. This ensured that each of our observers learned faces that were orthogonal to those learned by another observer. Furthermore, we ensured that no synthetic face from our data base of 40 males and 40 females was used more than once in generating memory faces.
To assess the accuracy of recognition and face discrimination, unique sets of distractor faces were created for each memory face. This entailed creating a three-dimensional face cube with the memory face as the origin. Along each of the three orthogonal dimensions, faces were generated at increments of 3%, 6%, 9%, and 12% (percentages of mean head radius) from the memory face. Fig. 1 shows a two-dimensional representation of the memory and distractor faces used in one particular experiment. Twenty distractor faces were created for the face discrimination task, and 24 distractor faces for the recognition task.
The effects of memory were studied using both recognition and discrimination tasks. For the recognition task, observers were asked to memorize two distinct memory faces, which were different for each observer. Using different memory faces with each observer eliminated the possibility that our results would depend upon any particular, randomly chosen memory face. During the memory phase, the two memory faces were presented on the screen in random order for 10.0 s each. This was repeated three times for a total of 30 s experience with each face. A 15.0 min delay period followed before the recognition phase of the experiment. Pilot experiments showed that recognition was as good after 48 h as after 15.0 min, so a 15.0 min delay was used for convenience in Experiment 1. Experiment 2 employed a 24 h delay between face learning and the recognition memory test.
Basic face discrimination and learning tasks
To investigate the effects of learning on face recognition and discrimination, we employed four main tasks (see Fig. 2 ). In the baseline task, observers were tested on their ability to discriminate between synthetic faces without any previous learning. The baseline involved a two alternative forced choice paradigm (equivalent to a 2AFC match to sample task). Following the initiation of each trial by the observer, a target face was flashed for 110 ms and followed immediately by a wide field noise mask for 200 ms. The noise mask was used to cancel out any image after effects which might affect subsequent face discrimination, although recent data suggest that noise masks are largely irrelevant to face discrimination (Loffler, Gordon, Wilkinson, Goren, & Wilson, 2005a) . The noise mask was bandpass filtered with the same spatial frequency and bandwidth as the synthetic faces. The target face duration of 110 ms was based upon a previous masking study by Lehky (2000) , suggesting that this duration is sufficient for optimal face processing. In addition, 110 ms is sufficiently brief to eliminate eye movements and multiple fixations. Following mask presentation, the screen returned to the mean luminance for 200 ms, and then two faces were presented side by side. One of the faces was the previously flashed target, and the other was a distractor face, at a randomly chosen incremental distance from the target. No feedback was provided to observers concerning the correctness of their responses in this or any other experiment reported here. The learning and recognition task began with memorization of two distinct memory faces that were assigned to each observer as described above. Following a suitable delay (see below), recognition was tested. In the recognition task, each previously studied face was shown on the screen beside a distractor randomly chosen from the computed set of distractors. The observer was instructed to use the computer mouse to select the face that she or he had previously memorized. As the distractors differed from their memory faces by 3%, 6%, 9%, or 12%, recognition trials varied incrementally in difficulty. Although no time limit was placed on the subjects' responses, they were seldom longer than a few seconds. As there were no statistically significant differences among results along the three different distractor dimensions or for the two different memory faces, data were collapsed to yield a psychometric function for recognition memory. Furthermore, each comparison was repeated five times in blocks in the recall stage, which yielded 30 total repetitions for the estimation of each point on the psychometric functions.
Similar to the baseline measurements, the post-learning face discrimination task involved a two alternative forced choice paradigm. The difference from baseline was that the memory faces were included among the targets. In addition, the incrementally computed distractor faces were newly chosen so that they were never similar to faces in the face recognition task above. This procedure was the same as we have used previously to study face discrimination (Wilson et al., 2002) . Thus, in the post-learning face discrimination task the learned face was sometimes flashed as the target face, while in other trials a distractor face was flashed as target. In Fig. 1 . The construction of synthetic memory and distractor faces (shown in two dimensions for simplicity). Face O defines the origin of coordinates and is the mean male synthetic face (female faces were also used). Faces M1 and M2 are two memory faces, both of which are orthogonal to the mean face and at a distance of 14% (defined as percentage of head radius) from it. Faces D1 and D2 are two examples of distractor face axes for memory face 1, while faces D3 and D4 are two distractor faces for memory face 2 (three dimensions of distractors were used in the actual experiments). The maximum distance of distractors from the appropriate memory face was 12%.
every trial the observer then had to choose the target face from two spatial alternatives. Thus, the learned face was the correct choice only on a fraction of trials, while a nearby distractor face was correct on the other trials.
In all cases data were fit with a Quick (Quick, 1974) or Weibull (Weibull, 1951) psychometric function, and the 75% correct point was defined as the recognition or discrimination threshold. Data analysis revealed that there were no significant discrimination differences along different distractor axes, so data were pooled across axes. As each experiment was repeated four times (each time with a different set of distractors), three different threshold estimates were obtained for each discrimination and each recognition task, and the standard error of these is reported.
Experiment 1
To obtain a baseline measure of face discrimination, observers were tested on their ability to discriminate between synthetic faces without prior learning. Baseline threshold values were gathered in four separate runs, using four sets of synthetic faces as targets. Observers subsequently took part in the learning task followed by the recognition task described above. In this experiment the time between learning and discrimination testing was 15 min, as pilot data showed no change in memory between 15 min and 48 h. The post-learning face discrimination task was administered 24 h after learning, and this task was also repeated for four consecutive runs.
The participants in Experiment 1 comprised five observers who had normal or corrected to normal vision. Although four participants had previous experience as psychophysical observers, they were all naïve regarding the objectives of the experiment.
Experiment 2
In the second experiment, the order of the face recognition and discrimination experiments differed from the first. Following the learning task, participants waited 15 min, and were tested in the two alternative forced choice face discrimination task. To examine whether discrimination in the vicinity of the learned faces was significantly better than in the vicinity of other synthetic faces equidistant from the mean, novel faces were mixed with the memorized faces and were used as targets in 50% of the trials of the face discrimination task. Separate statistics and psychometric functions were gathered for the memorized and the novel faces that were presented. Thus, memory face and novel face discrimination were measured simultaneously following the learning phase.
Observers were tested in the face recognition task 24 h (average, 23.5 h) after learning. The face recognition task also employed two sets of stimuli, the first set being the memory face and its 24 distractors (which were different from the distractors that were used for face discrimination) and the second set being a novel face with its own 24 distractors. To test for new or implicit learning and recognition of a novel face, half of the trials (randomly interspersed) presented a fixed novel face and one of its 24 distractors. On the novel face trials, observers were instructed to select the face that was presented every time as opposed to the distractor. Thus, observers attempted to choose either the memorized face or the repeated novel face depending on which they believed was present in each trial. As indicated in Section 3, observers were capable of performing this task, thus demonstrating some form of implicit learning during the recognition trials themselves. Both memory faces for each observer were tested in this experiment, each paired with a different and unique set of novel faces. The face discrimination and recognition tasks were repeated for four consecutive runs for each observer.
For Experiment 2, ten new observers were recruited. Among these several had not been involved in psychophysical experiments previously.
Results

Experiment 1
Wilson et al. (Wilson et al., 2002) have previously reported that face discrimination thresholds are about 1.5 times higher far from the mean face than they are near the mean. As all memory faces were located a distance of 14% (relative to head radius) from the mean, discrimination thresholds were measured at this distance to provide a baseline before conducting the recognition experiments. Thresholds for the five observers are plotted on the left in Fig. 3 , where the mean discrimination threshold was 8.9%. This figure is comparable to previously reported thresholds for discrimination far from the mean face (Wilson et al., 2002) .
Next, each observer participated in a recognition experiment by first studying two faces 14% distant from the mean for a total of 30.0 s each. Following a 15 min delay, recognition thresholds were measured as described above. The center panel of Fig. 3 shows results of this face recognition task. Face recognition thresholds averaged 4.9%, and this was significantly lower than baseline face discrimination thresholds (t = 10.625, p < .0004). Although different face stimuli were used for the discrimination and recognition experiments, note that the geometric differences among the synthetic faces presented in the two experiments were identical. Also note that the observer's response always required a two interval spatial forced choice regardless of the nature of the experiment.
In the previous experiment, a discrimination task was compared to a recognition task. It is possible that the significant effect was not due to learning per se, but to the difference between the two tasks. In the discrimination task, the observer had to discriminate between two faces, and select the face that had previously been flashed for 110 ms. Conversely, in the recognition task, the observer had to discriminate between two faces, and click on the face he or she had previously memorized. To examine whether memory has a significant effect on face discrimination alone, an additional experiment was performed. In this experiment discrimination thresholds were measured using the memory faces for each observer as the focal point for discrimination. In each case, a new set of comparison faces was generated that differed from the distractors used in the previous recognition task. The effect of memory on face discrimination is plotted on the right in Fig. 3 , and the average threshold across observers for discrimination centered on memorized faces dropped to 6.2% from the pre-memory discrimination value of 8.9%. Thus, face discrimination around memory faces is significantly better than face discrimination before learning (t = 8.0639, p < .0013). In this case, the nature of the tasks was identical: the observers had to select the face that was flashed on the screen for 110 ms and followed by a noise mask. Thus, learning enhances local discrimination performance as well as providing excellent recognition performance.
It is possible that the effects of learning were general rather than specific, which would predict that discrimination thresholds should improve to the same extent throughout face space. To determine whether such a generalized learning effect occurs with synthetic faces, an additional experiment was performed. In this experiment, observers had to discriminate between novel synthetic faces a distance of 14% from the mean face after having participated in both face discrimination and recognition experiments. Data in Fig. 4 show discrimination thresholds for novel target faces (left) compared to discrimination centered on previously memorized faces (right). The mean threshold for novel face discrimination was 7.8%, while that for discrimination around memorized faces was 6.2%, and this difference was highly significant (t = 7.179, p < .002). Recognition thresholds for all subjects were lower than their baseline discrimination thresholds. For all subjects, discrimination around memory faces was also superior to baseline discrimination. Error bars in this and subsequent figures plot standard errors of the mean. Fig. 3 ). These data were gathered after the observers had participated in all previous discrimination and recognition tasks. Although thresholds around random faces have improved from those in the original baseline condition (Fig. 1) , discrimination around memory faces is still significantly better.
Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that observers also
improved their discrimination performance for novel faces following experience with discrimination and recognition experiments. Novel face discrimination thresholds at the end of our experiments improved to 7.8% relative to an initial mean value of 8.9%, which just reached statistical significance (t = 3.0599, p < .05). Thus, there is also a small generalized learning effect on discrimination in our experiments. Even taking this into account, however, post-learning discrimination performance is better when centered upon memory faces. These experiments indicate that learning alters or distorts the local geometry of face space around memorized faces.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 face recognition was tested after face learning, and discrimination in the vicinity of learned faces was tested last. Experiment 2 was designed to control for the possibility that the recognition phase itself might have been largely responsible for the improvement in discrimination following face learning. Accordingly, we recruited a new group of 10 subjects who had never been exposed to synthetic faces. Following baseline measurements and performance of the learning phase, these subjects were tested first on face discrimination and subsequently on face recognition. In addition, each face discrimination experiment randomly interleaved trials using a memory face with trials centered around a previously novel face. Thus, discrimination thresholds for memory and novel faces were obtained simultaneously following the learning phase.
Baseline thresholds before learning are plotted on the left in Fig. 5 and averaged 9.6%. The mean baseline threshold is somewhat poorer than in the first experiment, probably because several observers did not have any previous experience with psychophysical tasks. The right side of Fig. 5 shows the individual thresholds of the post-learning face discrimination task centered around memorized faces. Discrimination thresholds after learning improved to 7.8%, which was significantly better than baseline (t = 5.94, p < .0005).
To determine whether learning selectively distorts face space in the vicinity of memorized faces, we compared the face discrimination thresholds around memorized faces with those around the novel faces that were intermixed within the post-learning face discrimination task. Discrimination thresholds for novel faces after learning averaged at 9.6%, and individual thresholds are illustrated in Fig. 6 (left). This threshold for novel faces was unchanged from baseline, and it was significantly poorer than the mean face discrimination threshold (7.8%) around memorized faces (t = 6.11, p < .0002, data replotted from Fig. 5 ). From these data, one can conclude that learning causes a significant discrimination improvement in the vicinity of memorized faces, and this improvement is significantly greater than in other portions of face space.
Finally, we asked whether face recognition performance might result from the design of the recognition phase itself rather than resulting from the learning phase. Accordingly, recognition was tested 24 h after the learning phase and post-learning discrimination experiments. As described in Section 2, we randomly interspersed trials in which one of the memory faces had to be discriminated from one of its distractors with trials in which a chosen, initially novel face had to be discriminated from its unique set of distractors. The memory face trials thus provided a measure of recognition memory 24 h after learning, while the novel face trials determined the extent to which some form of short term or implicit memory of the repeated novel face could be produced within the recognition experiment itself.
Results of this experiment are presented for all ten observers in Fig. 7 . Recognition thresholds for memorized faces (right) averaged 3.40%, which was significantly better (t = 5.68, p < .0003) that recognition thresholds around novel faces, which averaged 6.4% (left). Furthermore, every observer had a lower threshold for memory than for novel faces. The data also show that face recognition of memorized faces was significantly better than face discrimination (Fig. 6 ) of memory faces (t = 8.67, p < .0001). Similarly, we found that mean recognition thresholds of novel faces are significantly better than mean discrimination thresholds of novel faces (Fig. 6 ) equidistant from the mean (t = 5.83, p < .0003). From these results, it can be concluded that face learning improved recognition thresholds for the memory faces even 24 h after the learning phase, and this improvement is much greater than can be explained by implicit learning engendered by the recognition process itself.
Discussion
The experiments reported here were designed to measure the effects of synthetic face learning on both face recognition and discrimination. In a previous study of discrimination in face space, thresholds averaged 5.1% for discrimination around the mean face but 7.1% for discrimination around non-mean faces (Wilson et al., 2002) . In the present study, baseline thresholds for synthetic face discrimination averaged 9.4% for unlearned faces differing from the mean by 14%, a figure that is in reasonable agreement with our previous non-mean data. Relative to this baseline, two major results emerged. First, face recognition thresholds following learning averaged 3.9% across both experiments, which is significantly better than any discrimination thresholds we have measured for synthetic faces. Second, additional experiments showed that discrimination centered on memory faces was also significantly better than discrimination centered on random, non-learned faces. Thus, learning not only produces accurate face recognition, but it also enhances rapid discrimination in the neighborhood of learned faces. Control experiments showed that these results could not be explained by either the order in which recognition and discrimination were tested or by implicit learning acquired during the recognition phase itself.
It should be emphasized that the discrimination and recognition experiments were designed to be as similar as possible. In both tasks, the observers' responses were generated using a two spatial alternative forced choice procedure. In both discrimination and recognition, the percentage increments between the distractor faces and the target faces were identical. Although the discrimination experiments incorporated a noise mask, a separate series of experiments has shown that bandpass noise masking has virtually no effect on synthetic face discrimination under the conditions employed here (Loffler et al., 2005a) . The only significant difference, therefore, was that discrimination involved comparison with a flashed sample presented 400 ms earlier, while in the recognition task comparison was with memory faces studied either 15 min. or 24 h earlier. We believe this provides a novel paradigm for measuring psychometric functions and thresholds for face recognition.
Although we have couched our results in terms of a prototype based face space with the mean face as origin, we suspect that our results would also be compatible with an exemplar based description of face space. For example, our data showing improved discrimination in the vicinity of a memorized face plus the observation that exemplars in face space are more dense near the mean raise the possibility that the mean need never be explicitly computed in the brain. As it would require a long digression to become involved in a major discussion of these two competing hypotheses concerning the nature of face space, a few brief remarks must suffice. A useful review supporting exemplar models of face recognition has recently appeared (Palmeri & Gauthier, 2004) , and interested readers are referred to it. Alternatively, two recent studies from our laboratory suggest that the average face is indeed special in face space. First, we have used a face adaptation paradigm (Leopold et al., 2001) to show that face adaptation only affects faces on the opposite side of the mean face and does not generalize to orthogonal axes (Anderson & Wilson, 2005) . This study also showed that face adaptation does not occur between faces centered on opposite sides of a face far from the mean, thus suggesting a unique role for the mean face. Our second study utilized synthetic faces and fMRI to show that the BOLD signal in the fusiform face area increases as a function of geometric distance from the mean 
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Memorized Face Recognition Threshold (% Head Radius) Fig. 7 . Recognition thresholds for novel faces (left) compared to recognition thresholds for memory faces (right). Measurements were made 24 h after the learning phase. The fact that recognition thresholds could be obtained in the novel face condition indicates that some form of short term or implicit memory does occur during the recognition phase. However, the fact that recognition of memory faces is significantly better than recognition of novel faces demonstrates that the learning phase was a major contributor to face recognition.
face (Loffler et al., 2005b) . Finally, a recent study by Burton and colleagues (Burton et al., 2005) suggests a major role for average faces in face recognition. Thus, there is substantial, although not conclusive evidence for a prototype based face space, so we have chosen to describe our results within this framework.
Our results imply that the metric of face space is locally altered or distorted as a result of face learning. This is compatible with neural networks that model learning as the formation of dynamical attractors due to creation or strengthening of recurrent excitatory connections among neurons activated by a particular face (Hertz, Krogh, & Palmer, 1991; Hopfield, 1982 Hopfield, , 1984 Wilson, 1999) . Such strengthened connections could activate an entire face representation even if only partial data were extracted from a briefly flashed face, thus improving discrimination around memory faces. Attractor dynamics as a possible base for face recognition has also received support elsewhere (Tanaka et al., 1998) .
As mentioned above, the improvement in discrimination around memorized faces could plausibly result from an improvement in the signal/noise ratio resulting from learning. This possibility is compatible with the formation of dynamical attractors due to strengthened recurrent excitatory connections. Such connections would be expected to average out noise in network neurons, thereby enhancing the signal/noise ratio. Furthermore, learning-enhanced recurrent connections provide context that would also reduce uncertainty in local measurements. Thus, dynamical attractors produced by learning are compatible with the hypothesis of an improved signal/noise ratio as the basis for discrimination enhancement due to face learning.
While our data show that face discrimination around a learned face is enhanced, they do not show how far out from the learned face this enhancement extends. As suggested by an anonymous referee, this could be tested in future experiments by measuring discrimination around faces that differed by small percentages from a learned face. This discrimination paradigm would have the advantage of measuring discrimination in a face space volume centered on a learned face without ever using the learned face explicitly. Such an experiment could produce a tuning curve for the face space region affected by face learning.
Viewed within the context of attractors, our data permit us to estimate that attractors in face space are on the order of ±2 jnds in diameter: 4 · 3.9% = 15.6%. This figure may be compared with the range of face distances in our data base, which extended out to 30%. This permits us to estimate the number of faces that can be stored in face space. A principal component analysis of our data base indicates that 19 of the 37 total components account for 95% of the variance. Taking 19 as the effective number of geometric face space dimensions for synthetic faces and assuming there can be just two faces differentiated (i.e. 30%/15.6%) along each dimension, the total is 2 19 = 524,000. Obviously, no human has ever memorized so many faces, but the capacity is apparently present even for synthetic faces.
Attractors created through facilitation of recurrent synapses also form a plausible basis for category formation, and there is evidence for the presence of category boundaries between learned faces (McKone, Martini, & Nakayama, 2001) . Indeed, it has been suggested that face space represents a collection of learned exemplars, each forming a local category (Lewis & Johnston, 1999) . Although our data appear to be compatible with either a prototype or learned exemplar category metric for face space, a plausible synthesis of these views is possible. In this scheme, each new learned face would both update a principal component (PC) or independent component (IC) representation in face space, and it would also form a new attractor or category in that space. In support of this scheme, there is evidence that observers use different dimensions for categorization and recognition (Nosofsky, 1991) . Similarly, there is evidence that configural information is processed differently in memory as opposed to simple perception (Schwaninger, Ryf, & Hofer, 2003) . Finally, Young and Yamane (Young & Yamane, 1992) have reported that two distinct neural populations in macaque inferior temporal cortex respond to physical features of faces and to face familiarity, respectively. Further experiments will be required to determine whether attractors based on PC or IC analysis provide a basis for face category memory.
